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I have more than 17 years of experience, 12 of them as a member of the board of directors. My knowledge ranges 
from the execution of operating and strategic consultancy, to the management of large professional services 
teams. My goal is develop my role as IT manager, CIO or business unit manager in a company that is facing great 
challenges to change, grow or internationalize. 

I'm Telecommunications Engineer Master Degree, specialized in electronics. My working experience began in the 
Information Technology consultancy area. In this environment I developed a wide range of tasks, from programming 
and analysis of mission critical systems to professional services' area management, with more than 70 consultants 
in charge between Barcelona and Madrid. At this stage I created the area of project development and mission-
critical eBusiness Solutions, I've developed the Offering of products and services, I've worked in the marcom plan 
and I've been in charge of its forecast and profit. 

In my second stage, whose's still in progress, I've studied an executive MBA in EADA and I've begun to work as a CIO 
in Salvador Escoda, S.A, a mid range, family owned company. During this time I've combined my technical expertise 
with business education in order to set up an ERP (Oracle eBusiness Suite), reorganize internal processes and 
remodel the company management system introducing tools as the budget, the indicators of performance, the 
balanced score cards and management techniques based upon projects. In this stage I've been collaborating as 
associate professor in IT area and tutor of eMBA projects in EADA.

I offer change orientation, team work and passion for challenges. I look for change that implies improvement and 
needs creativity and I'm totally results oriented. 

Privately I'm passionate about asiatic world, I'm currently studying japanese, and I also love travel and photography.
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